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This contract is set up between the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia and Sunavi Corporation after
negotiations were concluded. Both parties have come to a mutual agreement to fund the Sunai
Corporation so it is able to operate and get a kick-start to start up. Below you will find details in regards
to the outcome of these negotiations.

Negotiations Result
CEO Igia Sakkarah Representative DIoN

Established in YE 42

Sunavi Corporations shall deliver the following

Abide, respect, and acknowledges the law of the client space.
Shares of the company worth 15% of the company value,
Reserved locations for Vinross Yu-Cranker Materials and Neppies Burger Restaurant on Pilgrim
Station,
When operational, two cruise liners will only operate within Nep space,
Be able to use the Red Giant package with a discount of 25% in transporting factional goods.
Stands open for any scans on the cargo when reaching the borders or when reaching a
station/planet.
Will honor the request of DIoN to not allow other factions into their space without proper
authorizations.

Democratic Imperium of Nepleslian shall deliver the following

Gives funding towards the corporation for at least five years.
This may be reduced if the corporation makes a solid profit of 50% in the second year.

Has open borders towards all Sunavi vessels.
Provides security patrols to check-up at Blue lagoon for ships that leave for Democratic Imperium
of Nepleslia space.
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Has to help in profile checking of Sunavi employees. This is a security detail that Sunavi demands.
Gives the right to set a branch office at their homeworld.
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